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Taking account of scientific advice1, the Commission considers there is a role for nuclear 
energy as a means to facilitate the transition towards a decarbonised, predominantly 
renewables-based future energy system. The Complementary Climate Delegated Act 
approved in principle by the Commission on 2 February 20222 includes nuclear energy under 
strict conditions and criteria in the EU Taxonomy. These include sunset clauses to promote 
the use of the latest technologies and safeguards, building on the requirements of the EU 
regulatory framework including the use of accident-tolerant fuel in the near future, 
appropriate disposal facilities and funding for nuclear waste and decommissioning, and 
comprehensive reporting to the Commission on compliance with the criteria. 

Directive 2009/713 establishes a comprehensive framework to ensure that Member States 
provide for a high level of nuclear safety for nuclear installations. Any granting of a licence 
to construct or operate a nuclear installation in the EU has to be based upon a comprehensive 
site and installation-specific assessment. 

The Commission is committed to the highest level of nuclear safety both within the EU and 
in third countries and is fully aware of the concerns of Cyprus with regard to the safety of the 
Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant in Turkey. The Commission has received a national report from 
Turkey, prepared in accordance with the EU nuclear safety ‘stress test’ methodology, which 
includes evaluation of seismic risks. Together with the European Nuclear Safety Regulators 
Group, the Commission is currently conducting a peer review of Turkey’s national report, in 
cooperation with the Turkish national nuclear regulatory authority. Cyprus is involved in the 
exercise as an observer.

1 https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/eu-taxonomy-
sustainable-activities_en#nuclear 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/220202-sustainable-finance-taxonomy-complementary-climate-
delegated-act_en 
3 Council Directive 2009/71/Euratom of 25 June 2009 establishing a Community framework for the nuclear 
safety of nuclear installations (OJ L 172, 2.7.2009, p. 18), as amended by Council Directive 2014/87/Euratom.
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